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1 Purpose and scope 
 
This document describes how to get a RPi + USB dongle connected to the Mobile 
Broadband Network managed by IoT Accelerator Connectivity management. 

The procedures described in the following sections where done both via IoT 
Accelerator API and Service Portal GUI, so that this document can be considered 
an example of some features provided by IoT Accelerator as far as SIM/eSIM 
management is concerned. 

The reader is assumed to know the IoT Accelerator SOAP and REST API here 
after mentioned and the basic concepts of eSIM remote provisioning (good 
tutorial provided by GSMA here).  

1.1 Glossary 
Localization: in the IoT Accelerator jargon this term refers to the eSIM remote 
provisioning procedure. It brings an eUICC to download, activate and switch 
through various profiles: from the Bootstrap Profile to a Commercial Profile of a 
given Operator, between Commercial Profiles of two different Operators or 
rollback from a Commercial Profile to the Bootstrap (namely “Delocalization”).  

DCP: this acronym (stands for Device Connectivity Platform) is often used as a 
synonymous to refer to IoT Accelerator. 

eUICC: it is used to refer to the eSIM 

SP: abbreviation of Service Portal, that is the web portal of IoT Accelerator where 
many operations can be run via GUI 

2 Test conditions (equipment + environment)  
The tests are executed by using the following tools/equipment: 

• Commercial data USB key equipped with modem providing 3G WCDMA 
connectivity only 

• RPi4/Raspbian previously integrated and configured with that modem 
data key 

• Two IOTA SIMs assigned to you:  
a) a traditional SIM and  
b) an eUICC 

• IOTA Service Portal accounts (as Enterprise user) belonging the 
subscriptions correspondent to those SIMs/eUICC  

• SOAP UI and REST SWAGGER (the latter reachable here) or any 
alternative SOAP/REST client 

• PC to browse IoT Accelerator Service Portal and run API clients 

https://www.gsma.com/esim/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/esim-whitepaper.pdf
https://m2m.dcp.ericsson.net/dcpapi/rest/docs/index.html
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The USB modem has a multi-colour LED indicator to show the status of the 
modem. 

2.1 Setup Environment & test preparation 
2.1.1 Installation and configuration of USB dongle with RPi 

This document will not address in detail how to setup a USB modem with RPi but 
a useful reference on “how to” can be found here. 

Once the USB dongle was installed properly and driven by RPi, then the wvdial 
program needs to be configured to allow establishing a mobile data connection 
through the IoT Accelerator network nodes.  Thus, open and edit the 
/etc/wvdial.conf file to add the following lines: 

 

[Dialer DCP] 

Init1 = ATZ 

; Init2 = ATQ0 V1 E1 +FCLASS=0 

; Init2 = ATQ0 V1 E1 &C1 &D2 +FCLASS=0 

Init3 = AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","ericsson-trial" 

Modem Type = Analog Modem 

Stupid Mode = 1 

Phone = *99# 

ISDN = 0 

Password = { }  

New PPPD = yes 

Username = { } 

Modem = /dev/ttyUSB2 

Baud = 460800 

 

Note: Username and Password are to be left blank 

2.1.2 SOAP and REST client  
In order to fire the IoT Accelerator APIs in scope here, both SOAP and REST 
clients are needed. 

Status led 

https://www.thefanclub.co.za/how-to/how-setup-usb-3g-modem-raspberry-pi-using-usbmodeswitch-and-wvdial
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For SOAP, a well-known client is SOAP UI (open source version downloadable 
here) or in alternative you can refer to the Postman collection available and 
described in the Developer Portal. The tests here adopted the Postman collection. 

For REST API you can implement the API with any client or also you can refer to 
the “Learn” section of the Developer Poral and leverage on the swagger. The 
tests here adopted the Developer Portal swagger. 

  

https://www.soapui.org/downloads/soapui/
https://www.soapui.org/downloads/soapui/
https://www.ericsson.com/en/hidden-pages/iot-accelerator-developer-portal/develop/application-development/testing-iota-soap-apis-in-postman
https://www.ericsson.com/en/hidden-pages/iot-accelerator-developer-portal/develop/application-development/testing-iota-soap-apis-in-postman
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3 Test list and result 
The tests were run to replicate an ordered sequence of procedures applicable 
respectively to manage traditional SIM as well as eSIM. Therefore, the tests were 
grouped by SIM and eSIM type and executed following a precise logical and 
chronological order. 

The ultimate objective was to configure the SIM/eSIM properly to enable the RPi 
to make any sort of data traffic over Internet. 

TRADITIONAL 
SIM 

TC1 Check initial SIM Status Verify current SIM status 
TC2 SIM Activation Flip SIM from Pause to 

Active 
TC3 Check new SIM status Verify current SIM status 
TC4 Check current SP Verify current subscription 

package 
TC5 Run Data dongle Plug and connect data 

dongle 
TC6 Navigation Use of data connectivity 
TC7 Restore Pause SIM  Flip SIM from Active to 

Pause 

eUICC 

TC8 Check eSIM info & 
status 

Verify current eSIM status 

TC9 Run data dongle  Plug data dongle (before 
localization) 

TC10 Localize eSIM Move from bootstrap to 
commercial profile 

TC11 Check localization 
transition 

Verify SIM was localized 

TC12 Setup Data connection Establish data connection 
TC13 Navigation Use data connectivity 
TC14 Restore Unlocalize 

eSIM 
Move from commercial 
back to bootstrap profile 

TC15 Check Unlocalization 
transition 

Verify SIM was 
unlocalized 

 

3.1 Test results 
The device under test passed all the test cases listed above, when a traditional 
SIM as well as an eSIM was plugged into the slot.  

The respective procedures ended successfully with the end-user able to navigate 
any web page by means of the RPi browser (Chromium) thanks to the mobile 
connectivity gained through the USB data key. 
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4 Test Cases execution 
4.1 Traditional SIM handling 
4.1.1 TC1 Check initial SIM status 

• Test Input: Run the API QuerySimResource with SOAP client (passing the 

credentials belonging to “IoT Accelerator account” of the traditional SIM)  

• Test Output: verify in the Response returned that the SIM state 
(simSubscriptionStatus field) is marked as “Paused” 

4.1.2 TC2 SIM Activation 
• Test Input: Run the API RequestSubscriptionStatusChange  

targeting your ”IoT Accelerator subscription” (belonging to that traditional 
ICCID) with subscriptionStatus field set to Activate.  

• Test Output: Verify that the RequestId is returned 

4.1.3 TC3 Check new SIM status 
• Test Input: Run the API QuerySimResource again as TC1 

• Test Output: verify in the Response returned that the SIM subscription status 
attribute is marked now as “Active” (simSubscriptionStatus) 

4.1.4 TC4 Check current SP 

• Test Input: Run the API QuerySimResource again as TC1 

• Test Output: verify in the Response returned that the SIM 
productOfferName  attribute is marked now as “7000562575-

20170605_SP_01”  

Although SP2 and SP3 are available, it is not assured they are enabled to provide 
data connectivity  

Now the SIM is enabled to provide data connectivity  

4.1.5 TC5 Run Data dongle 
1) Test Input: Boot RPi4 first and then plug Data Dongle into the UPPER 

BLUE USB port of RPi. Open a shell and run lsusb.  
 
Test Output: Verify that among the USB ports xyz WCDMA is listed with 
ID 19d2:0037 to confirm that the dongle is ready to communicate next 
AT commands via that USB port  
The next picture shows the result of that command given before and after 
the dongle was plugged to check the RPi mounted the USB dongle 
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Disconnect the RPi from any WiFi network (to avoid connectivity overlapping 
with mobile connection) 

 
At the very beginning the modem led is red, as an 
evidence that it is searching for a network. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Then it starts blinking blue waiting for a data session 
to be established 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2) Test Input: then run the next commands via RPi shell 

sudo -s 

wvdial DCP  

 

Test Output: verify on the RPi console shell the following example of sequence of 
messages (ending with DNS assigned) 

--> WvDial: Internet dialer version 1.61 

--> Initializing modem. 

--> Sending: ATZ 
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ATZ 

OK 

--> Sending: AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","APN NAME" 

AT+CGDCONT=1,"IP","APN NAME" 

OK 

--> Modem initialized. 

--> Sending: ATDT*99# 

--> Waiting for carrier. 

ATDT*99# 

CONNECT 

--> Carrier detected.  Starting PPP immediately. 

--> Starting pppd at Thu Jul  2 10:52:02 2020 

--> Pid of pppd: 3857 

--> Using interface ppp0 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 
--> local  IP address 10.71.90.93 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 
--> remote IP address 10.64.64.64 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 
--> primary   DNS address 193.181.246.58 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 
--> secondary DNS address 193.181.246.57 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 

 

NOTE: IP and DNS addresses will vary from time to time 

 

4.1.6 TC6 Navigation 

• Test Input: once the connection is up and running, open RPi Chromium 
browser  

• Test Output: verify you navigate smoothly on any web page 

4.1.7 TC7 Restore Pause SIM 

• Test Input: To drop the mobile connection, press Ctrl-C  

• Test Output: see the following messages 

^C 
Caught signal 2:  Attempting to exit gracefully... 

--> Terminating on signal 15 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 
--> Connect time 3.1 minutes. 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 

--> pppd: �/~[01]�/~[01] 
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--> Disconnecting at Thu Jul  2 10:55:10 2020 

 

After the connection was torn down, you will  re-set the SIM in Pause state and 
check it 

• Test Input: run a new RequestSubscriptionStatusChange API with 

Pause value (subscriptionStatus attribute). 

• Test Output: Verify that the RequestId is returned 

• Test Input: Run the API QuerySimResource with SOAP client (passing the 

credentials belonging to your IoT Accelerator account  of the traditional SIM) 
to confirm the SIM went to Pause 

• Test Output: verify in the Response returned that the SIM state 
(simSubscriptionStatus field) is marked as “Pause”  
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4.2 eUICC (eSIM) handling 
The use cases reproduced here consist into flipping the eSIM from Bootstrap (No 
Billing) profile to one active Commercial Profile (so named Localization 
procedure) and reverted back to Bootstrap (UnLocalization). 

The Localization – Unlocalization transitions are proven to work on 3G access, 
while with LTE problem are reported. The dongle under test is then fully 
compatible (since 2G/3G). 

The transitions, in both ways, require some time (more than 1 minute) before the 
eSIM target state becomes fully operative; moreover, the modem (or 
smartphone) has to be solicited to attempt attaching the network to bring the 
eSIM into the desired final state.  

In other words, giving the localization or unlocalization command from IoT 
Accelerator to an eSIM and simply waiting the result on the IoT Accelerator 
portal is not enough to complete the procedure until the device does not attach to 
the network. 

The next tests were executed both via IoT Accelerator Service Portal GUI and 
REST API: please note that localization API in IoT Accelerator exist only in REST 
format, not SOAP. 

4.2.1 TC8 Check eSIM info & status 
1) Go to the Localization API swagger page of the Developer Portal 
2) Scroll down to reach the login-form API and click on that line to 

expand it 

 
 

3) Click now on the Try-Out button to reveal the fields that shall be filled 
with the credentials belonging to your eUICC account (may be different 
from the Traditional SIM!).   

https://m2m.dcp.ericsson.net/dcpapi/rest/docs/index.html
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Once fired that login-form API, the released token can be checked in 
the response and it will last just 1 minute to fire the next API call. That 
token will be automatically inserted by the swagger in any further API 
call within 1 minute.  
 

4) Run the GET /euiccs/{id} targeting your eUICC id will fire the 
following request  

 
https://m2m.dcp.ericsson.net/dcpapi/rest/euiccs/(eUICC ID) 

 

5) Check that you get back the following Response 
{ 

  "subscriptions": [ 

    { 

https://m2m.dcp.ericsson.net/dcpapi/rest/euiccs/(eUICC
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      "imsi": "xxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "state": "ACTIVE_NO_BILLING", 

      "operatorId": "02000001", 

      "operatorName": "xxxxxxxx", 

      "msisdn": "xxxxxxxxx", 

      "iccid": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "localeList": [ 

        { 

          "id": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

          "name": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx" 

        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    { 

      "imsi": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "state": "ACTIVE_NO_BILLING", 

      "operatorId": "06000001", 

      "operatorName": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "msisdn": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "iccid": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "localeList": [ 

        { 

          "id": "SW2", 

          "name": "Sweden SP2" 

        }, 

        { 

          "id": "SW1", 

          "name": "Sweden SP1" 

        }, 

        { 

          "id": "SW3", 

          "name": "Sweden SP3" 

        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    { 

      "imsi": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "state": "ACTIVE", 

      "operatorId": "06000001", 

      "operatorName": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "msisdn": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "iccid": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "localeList": [] 

    } 

  ], 

  "euiccId": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

  "companyId": "06000384", 

  "companyName": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

  "state": "UNLOCALIZED", 

  "label": "xxxxxxxxxxx", 

  "localeName": null, 

  "bootstrapIcc": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

  "enabledIcc": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

  "bootstrapCompanyId": "06000384", 

  "localizationTableId": 10786 

} 

 

Take note of the above green highlighted attributes 

Double check also the same status from the IOTA GUI (logon with the same 
eUICC credentials account) 
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From the inventory list, select your own eUICC and see it is Unlocalized and also 
the marker icon checks the locker icon (that stands for Boot profile) 

 

 

 

4.2.2 TC9 Run data dongle 
The steps at this stage are the same described about of the traditional SIM even 
though they will take more time because the first attach to the network to 
finalize successfully the Localization command takes longer (about 1’) 
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Plug the USB dongle into the RPi and wait. The led on the dongle starts from Red 
when it is searching for the network. When eSIM is still Unlocalized then the led 
blinks Green (as if the modem “ears” the network but does not yet attach to it) 

 

 

4.2.3 TC10 Localize eSIM 
The localization command can be raised either from API or GUI. So, choose one 
of the two options.  

From API: 

a) Renew a new token by firing another Login-Form API call 

b) Run the Localization API populating the fields with the attributes 
previously noted 

 
 
 

c) Check the Response just like 
{ 

  "serviceRequestId": "REQ200157881224", 

  "success": true 

} 

 

From IOTA Service Portal GUI 

If you already Localized the SIM via API above, skip this step 

From the same IOTA SP page, when the eUICC is still Unlocalized, select Localize 
option and pick up the SP1 profile to trigger the localization procedure 
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4.2.4 TC11 Check localization transition 

A first check is to look at the IOTA GUI and verify that the status of that eUICC 
changed from Unlocalized to Enabling: this means that IOTA is processing that 
work order. 

However, the final transition step from Enabling to Localized will occur only after 
the device would have registered to the network. 

When the API command was fired the led on the dongle (previously plugged 
onto the RPi) moved from Green to Red (as a sign it was looking for a network to 

attach). 

Then the led moved from Red to blinking Blue (i.e. modem 
attached to the network but data connection is not yet in 
place). 

 

 

 

 

After this took place, also the SP confirms that the eUICC state is “Localized”. 
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The same confirmation can occur also firing again the same GET 

/euiccs/{id} API as in TC8 and the Response returned now is: 

{ 

  "subscriptions": [ 

    { 

      "imsi": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "state": "ACTIVE_NO_BILLING", 

      "operatorId": "02000001", 

      "operatorName": "xxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "msisdn": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "iccid": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "localeList": [ 

        { 

          "id": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

          "name": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx" 

        } 
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      ] 

    }, 

    { 

      "imsi": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "state": "ACTIVE", 

      "operatorId": "06000001", 

      "operatorName": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "msisdn": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "iccid": "xxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "localeList": [ 

        { 

          "id": "SW2", 

          "name": "Sweden SP2" 

        }, 

        { 

          "id": "SW1", 

          "name": "Sweden SP1" 

        }, 

        { 

          "id": "SW3", 

          "name": "Sweden SP3" 

        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    { 

      "imsi": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "state": "ACTIVE_NO_BILLING", 

      "operatorId": "06000001", 

      "operatorName": "xxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "msisdn": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "iccid": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

      "localeList": [] 

    } 

  ], 

  "euiccId": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

  "companyId": "06000384", 

  "companyName": "xxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

  "state": "LOCALIZED", 

  "label": "BLAB_Rome", 

  "localeName": "Sweden SP1", 

  "bootstrapIcc": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

  "enabledIcc": "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx", 

  "bootstrapCompanyId": "06000384", 

  "localizationTableId": 10786 

} 

 

Tips/Tricks:  

1) The process that brings the eUICC from Unlocalized-Enabling-Localized 
steps may take up to 1’ 

2) If the final step to Localized takes longer, then try to unplug-replug the 
dongle. This should have the same effect of restarting your smartphone 
to elicit it to register to the mobile network 

3) Also the page on the service portal may need to be refreshed: sometime 
the time to get the web page updated is longer than the dongle to attach 
to the network  
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4) To get further evidences that the procedure is actually ongoing fine 
a. Log in the IoT Accelerator Service Portal  
b. In the Inventory page, find and click on your eUICC Id 
c. In the next page look for the “Subscriptions” section. In the case 

of a transition Unlocalized → Localized, select the hyperlinked 
IMSI belonging to the Bootstrap profile 

d. In the next page scroll down and expand the section 
“Subscription Activity in the last 7 days” 

e. Verify that a sequence of events (which include an exchange of 
SMS between the device and the network) is present like in the 
example below. It represents the initial actions that move the SIM 
from the Unlocalized state. Note: timestamps go from bottom to 
the top 
 

 
f. Then go back to the previous web page and this time select the 

hyperlinked IMSI belonging to the Localized Commercial Profile  
g. In the next page scroll down and expand the section 

“Subscription Activity in the last 7 days” 
h. Verify that a sequence of events (which include an exchange of 

SMS between the device and the network) is present like in the 
example below. It represents the continuation of actions that 
move the SIM to the Localized state on the final destination 
Operator network 
 

 
 

4.2.5 TC12 Setup Data connection 
Type on the RPi shell the command wvdial DCP and check the dongle’s led 
moved from blinking Blue to Solid Blue (data connected). 
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The success of the establishment of data connection should appear also from 
wvdial shell, as explained in 4.1.5 with the allocation of IP address and DNS. 

Finally, the setup of PDP context can be also monitored from IoT Accelerator 
Service Portal selecting the active IMSI of the eUICC (now localized) and 
expanding the section “Subscription Activity in the last 7 days” 

 

4.2.6 TC13 Navigation 
To check the data session is up and running, browse any web page with 
Chromium  

After ^C to drop the data session, then the led started blinking blue again (so 
attached to 3G but no data session ongoing). 

4.2.7 TC14 Restore Unlocalized eSIM 
Note: the Unlocalization API (by using /euiccs/{id}/delocalize) was 

rejected stating “User doesn't have the required permissions”. 

Therefore, the rollback to Bootstrap profile was done necessarily via IOTA SP. 

The state changed from Localized to Enabling. 
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4.2.8 TC15 Check Unlocalization transition 
Then in order to get the procedure to move on from Enabling to Unlocalized, it 
was necessary to unplug and re-plug the dongle to force it to re-register to the 
network. 

After the dongle was plugged again into the RPI’s USB port, the led was initially 
Red and then became Blinking Green. 

And after few seconds more the Service Portal confirmed the final transition back 
to Unlocalized. 
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To monitor the progress of the Localized → Unlocalized transition, follow the 
same procedure described on “Tips/Tricks” step 4. 

Click on the IMSI corresponding to when the eUICC was localized and expand 
the panel “Subscription Activity in the last 7 days”. The procedure of leaving the 
current host network starts with an exchange of SMS 

 

Then by clicking on the Bootstrap IMSI and checking “Subscription Activity in the 
last 7 days”, the sequence of events continues on the network when the eSIM 
reached the Unlocalized state.  

 

 


